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Carmelite nuns
honored by
campus opera
Actors took a field
trip to focus on

Toledo Blade reporter
helps BGSUMMA
kick off its first event
|Page 3

One-year-old
boy found
pinned under
dresser

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

The students behind the masks
After a long wait, Falcon mascots, Sic Sic crew unveiled to fans
with the two senior members of

By AUina Buzas

the spirit crew, sic sir.

Reporter

authenticity | Page 3

Wanted: more
minorities in
the media

ESTABLISHED 1920

From August to February, 10 students sneak around campus at
night hanging up signs, try to
incite spirit at sporting events
and are a constant presence at
campus events. Unlike other students, they do so with masks on,
concealing their identity from
their friends and peers.
Hill alter months Of lies anil
excuses, the secret is out.
At the hockey game and women's basketball game this past
weekend, both l-'reddies and
Friedas were beheaded, along

One of this year's Friedas,
Nicole Messmore, senior, said
her desire to be Frieda Falcon
beganduring her freshman year.
"To be honest, I was slightly obsessed with iFreddie and
Friedal," Messmore said. "I'o me.
Frieda Falcon was the embodiment of B(i school spirit. Il was
the best way for me to convey
thai excitement and passion.''
This year's oilier Frieda,
Kristen Kulbis, vice president
of Undergraduate
Student
Government, also bad her eyes
set on being a bird since her first

year on campus.
"Since freshman year. I have
always thought how cool of an
experience il would be,' Kulbis
said.
But of all the experiences
they've had ibis year, the bottom
line is the love from their fans.
"I he best experience was realizing bow bigot a pan you play in
the University. Everyone knows
who Freddie and Frieda are. you
are the lace of the University,"
Kulbis said. "It's almost inspiring.''
Messmore agreed, saying thai
JORDAN riOWEB

See UNVEILING PaqeS
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Boy pronounced dead

rts Village
osts Oscar
light bash

at the hospital, and no
one has been charged
N

RNdmoRoninr.
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Falcon hockey
suffers a loss
on senior night

Cioss

Scrri klbless

may revea I Inner tn(«j^nts

By Theresa Scoll

In spite of a final loss

The glamour, the glitz, the

By Freddie Hunt

at home, the team

Reporter

returned the favor to

MSU | Page 6

Some people do it to pass time, some do it to unwind and others
just can't resist the urge to doodle all over their class notes or a
frosty window.
Anthony Fontana. a graphic novelist and instructor, said doodling is extremely important and can be part of someone's conceptualization process, an expression of nervousness or boredom,
or just simple drawing practice.
"Part of doodling may just be getting oul a particular idea,"
Fontana said. "Doodling might just be gelling that idea on the
page so that it can exit the mind and not be held on to anymore."
Mini Zen gardens, which are nothing more lhan a box of sand
and a rake for etching scribbles with, are sometimes used in psychiatric offices.
Dale Klopfer, associate professor of psychology, said doodling
produces a calming effect and something like a mini Zen garden
may relax a patient.
Klopfer said by studying doodles, psychologists can sometimes
tell what is going on inside the artist's head.
"Arts are a way of expressing ourselves. We use people's drawings or renderings as something that is going on internally,"
Klopfer said. "Especially with children who can't talk, ibis technique is used to see what is going on in their mind.''
Klopfer believes most students doodle during class because
they are bored and doodling keeps their attention levels up.
Krin Gruss, sophomore, said when she gets bored in class she
draws picture of her professors because it prevents her from falling asleep.
"Sometimes 1 doodle because I don't feel like taking notes and I
don't want my teacher lo notice me," Gruss said. "So I jusl appear
like I'm taking notes, but I'm really just doodling."

The MAC
winning streak
finally ends
The womens basketball team loses
Saturday night to the
Bobcats | Page 6

Prince Harry
of England to
fight in Iraq
As British troops pull
out of Iraq. British
royalty steps up to

freezing nun and 20 miles pel
hour winds
not quitelike il is
in Hollywood.
The 79th annual Academy
Awards aired last night on ABC,
and each year the awards are
met with big stars and even big
gei hype, I be()sc .us. some say.
is the equivalem ol the Super
Bowl in the entertainment
world. Millions cil viewers mm
in to see u ho will lake borne the
8.5 pound gold statues.
While some of the mosi
exclusive panics raged on in
Hollywood lasi night, including
the annual Vanitj I an part)
and Elton lohn's bash lo ben
efil AMIS research, the BGSU
Arts Village hosted their own
version ol the \cadem\ Uvards
soiree.
While loan and Melissa
Rivers argued about who was
wearing what on the red iai
pel. residents of the Arts village
ate pizza and toasted sparkling
grape "champagne
while
debating theii own picks foi
besl pic lure and actor.
When the pre show coverage
ended and the Oscars began, all
of the guests' eyes were glued to
the television, excited to see who
won. When the first award was
given to "Pan's Labyrinth foi
An Direction, the room explod
I'd in cheers and applause

take the lead; mem-

Residents came to the event
dressed in their finest hall
gowns and tuxedos to celebrate
the besl movies ol the year.
Tony Kasmai. a sophomore
in the arls village, described
the Oscars as "the pinnacle ol
movie making, you can't not
like It."
"It's movies bain!' Kasmai
said.
\el.im Clapper, dressed in bis

bers of U.S. "royalty"
have a long way to go
|Page 4

How do you feel
about Britain's Prince
Harry going to Iraq?

OSCARS Page 5
IMA MCGINNISANOCHSIS WEST

Grant opens doors for dreams

APRIL DIX
Senior, Education

"I think it's (
someone of that
status is serving their
country." | Page 4

TODAY
Flurries
High: 34. Low: 26
r ■ \

TOMORROW
Flurries
High: 36, Low: 22

k

By Christie Kemer
Reporter

'The opportunity to put the imaginations and passions of two
University students to the test is
now underway
Seniors Martina I lanulova and
Betsy Kovar were the first two
recipients of the Stuart ft Gtvens
Fellowship, which allows students
to go anywhere in the world.
Students propose an idea io faculty about when' they want to go
and what they hope to accomplish, given a StiOOO budget.
I lanulova and Kovar have different plans, bin similar passions.
I lanulova will be working in a
Uberian Refugee Camp in Ghana,
West Africa where she will Slav for

n

Betsy
Kovar
Senior recipient
of the Stuart R.
Givens Fellowship

four months next fall.
"I will be working for a nongovernment organization mat is
based on peace and education,"
I lanulova said.
I lanulova already has experience in Africa and hits since held
a great passion for it.
"I spent last summer leaching
in Africa and it became so much
clearer for me as to what goals I
wanted to achieve," she said.
In a country of violence, these
development projects help to

leach the liberian people the
idea of peace and education.
"Anywhere from basic education such as math and Fnglish lo
even helping mothers raise their
children
ibis non-government organization works with
the community," I lanulova said.
1 lanulova is excited about the
opportunity and the knowledge
she will come home with.
"I consider iljis ihc opportunity
of a lifetime to see how people
suffer and have so little bin to
still see how hap|iy they are. it's a
concept 1 wiuit to bring home,"
she said.
Kovar looks forward to traveling to India where she will be
given the opportunity to study
See DREAMS I Page 2

Univ. professor treks to
Siberia for Arctic study
By Christy Johnson

Scientific leaders from the
United states, Russia and
Germany will be heading to
Lake Fl'gygytgyn in Siberia
next summer to extract sedimentary cores needed to help
piece together the Arctic's past
temperatures and geochemicaJ
makeup.
A team of .10 lo 10 people,
including the University's leflcry
Snyder, associate professor of
geology, have been working for
several years on the project.
Project leader for the United
States learn, lulie Brigham

£

Jeffery
Snyder
BGSU geology
professor working
on Arctic project

(Irene of ihe University of
Massachusetts Vmherst,
explained that a projeel of ibis
volume takes time and money.
Brigham-Grette said that the
projeci initial!) started in 1994,
almost Fi years ago. I he first nip
lo lake Q'gygytgyn occurred in
1998, and since then several

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See ARCTIC | Page 2
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12:07 A.M.
Timothy M. Price. 27. of Delta.
Ohio, arrested for open container
of alcohol in Lot 6.

BLOTTER
FRIDAY
7:28 A.M.
Vehicle windshield reported broNorth Mam Street, causing
: image.

12:31A.M.
Collin D. Swiclc. 20. of Delphos.
Ohio, given a civil citation for
public urination.

936 AM.
<>>ve Street resident
ted getting harassing phone
!" her e> husband's

1246 A.M.
North Enterprise Street resident
reported being threatened by
occupants tn the apartment next
to his. When police arrived, they
were unable to locate them

317 PM.
i | Ijniel Barnhill. 20.
rVask, arrested for
il ,exual conduct w I
■ ri two counts
tolen property. He
■■■ -Id M the Wood County
Justice Center without bond.
i tor Avenue resident had
ted her daughter was chat
ting online with him.

1:22 A.M.
Jeremy M. Duran. 19. of Fostona.
Ohio, arrested for underage possession and underage under the
influence of alcohol on East Merry
Avenue. Colin M. O'Donnell.
given a civil infraction for public
urination.
136 A.M.
Man reported another man
approached him and wanted to
fight at a North Main Street bar.
He told police the fight was over a
class at BG.

4:50 P.M.
■ ,ident

... ..

810 PM.
■ ported her son was
punched and threatened at
Kenwood School on Kenwood
'ho c.ise was feferred to
I LltOf

146 A.M.
Robert D. Showalter Jr... 20. of
Elmore, Ohio, arrested for criminal
damaging, criminal trespassing,
theft and underage under the
influence. According to police
reports, he kicked in the door of
a Klotz Road apartment and took
a couch. Showalter told police
there had been damage to his
,
apartment a few weeks ago. felt
those in the owners of the couch
were responsible and wanted
to get even. He was lodged at
Wood County Justice Center
on $50,000 bond. Ten percent of
his bond was posted and he was
allowed to leave.

9:16 P.M.
tut Avenue resident
■■ d he* brother had stolen
ten <tnd "March
le She later
: the items had
turned.

11:45 PM.
" A Ashins. 55. of Bowling
Green, cited for refusal to take a
his third in 20
.■ II
and failure to use headlights at night at Enterprise and
■

'

k
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DOODLE

DREAMS

From Page 1

From Page 1

Sara Grippe, sophomore, said
she once couldn't lake notesduring class because she used all of
her ink doodling. Grippa doesn't
believe doodling is harmful to
her education because she can
still pay attention while she
draws.
"I start to doodle when I'm just
listening and not taking notes.
You can Still listen in classand it
makes the time go by a lot faster." (irippa said, "I always got in
trouble in high school for drawing all over my assignments."
I ontana said a good doodler is
a multi-iaskerandcan use his or
her doodling skills as a form of
note taking and not as a form of

classroom camouflage.
"If someone is listening and
doodling, why not put them
together? I mean they're halfway there,'' 1'ontana said. "They
can be doodling what they are
being taught In class. Not only
would their class notes improve
but their doodles would improve
too, especially if the student's a
visual learner."

ARCTIC
From Page 1
shorter core samples from the
lake have been taken to be used
as backing for the project.
The samples that have
already been taken from the
lake were used to give scientific reasoning to the projects
proposal for funding from the
National Science Foundation.
According to Paul Filmer,
program director in the geosciences directorate, scientists at
the NSF must review the pro

We're filling up fast...Get your apatment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Houses for Rent:
I l9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
7(12' Sixth
704 Sixth
704' -Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
S3') Fourth St.

Am
anagement
Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Tve always had stress so I feel it would be

"Ashtanga" also known as Yoga.
The teachings are based on a
philosophy known as Ayuvedic,
the philosophy of healing and
curing diseases naturally.
The class is taught using a system known as Gurukul where the
students spend hours with their
Guru or Master in order to learn
the theories and practices.
Kovar. who has dealt with problems such as stress throughout
her life, looks forward to the program.
"I've always had stress so I feel
it would be a good way for me to
reach my dream of owning my
(AMI yoga studio and learning to
heal my stress naturally," Kovar
said.
After six months of teaching,
Kovar will receive a certificate
that entitles her to teach in North
Amerii a and Kuropc.
Kovar also looks forward to the
cultural experience and the lessons she will take away from it.
"I'm really excited to leant a lot
about myself through personal
growth and through Yoga, grow-

posab before granting money
for projects.
Filmer said the geoscience
directorate receives between
3(M) and 400 proposals for
funding a year, with 30 to 50 of
those proposals actually getting
money from the organization.
"Getting money from the
National Science Foundation is
extremely competitive," Filmer
said.
The project made it through
the panel, and has received $3.2
million from the NSF
"Were excited to be involved
in this," Filmer said.
Lake Fl'gygytgyn is a three
million-year-old fresh water
lake in a very remote section
of Siberia. There are no roads
leading to the lake, which is
why it has taken so long for a
team to reach it. It is the only
place in the Arctic where core
sediments can be taken on
land, Brigham-Grette said.

High Speed Internet
Private Bathrooms
Private Shuttle
(Coining Aug '07!)

Clubhouse

a good way for me to reach my dream of
owning my own yoga studio and learning to
heal stress naturally."
Betsy Kovar | Fellowship Recipient
ing mentally, spiritually and physically," Kovar said.
The Fellowship was founded
by Christopher and FJIen Dalton.
both faculty members at the
University.
ITie idea came from a similar scholarship established at the
University of North Carolina in
Chapel Mill.
Sen Dalton. budget axirdinator of the College of Musical Arts,
said she and her husband hoped
to find something unique to give
back to the University.
"We had been thinking for
awhile and once we read about
North Carolina's program in the
Chronicle of I ligher Fducation we
were instantly struck by the idea,"
she said.
The scholarship was established in honor of Stuart R. Givens,
who was a member of UG's faculty

for 45 years.
The Daltons also felt very strong
about leaving the scholarship
open to all undergraduates, not
limited to students of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
After the applicants were
accepted last semester, various
faculty members on the scholarship's committee chose its recipients.
Simon Morgan-Russell, associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences knew it was not going to
be an easy decision.
"All the projects were very different but the committee's ultimate decider was the deep sense
of passion and creativity the
recipients had," he said.
"We .ire very excited about the
first two recipients and look forward to hearing how it changed
their lives."

CITY

After the samples are taken,
they will be sent to be analyzed by a plethora of scientists.
Snyder and his team will be
working closely with diatoms
— single-celled algae which are
indicators of a variety of things
about the water they grow in.
"We hope that by examining
these sediment cores that we
can find what the environment
was like," Snyder said.
Analyzing the cores could .
take up to two years.
Once the cores are analyzed,
scientists will interpret the
results and write reports based
on the information gained.
Understanding the past climate could be a way to better
predict the future climate of the
Arctic. The piecing together of
past climates can help understand how the geological makeup of the area will respond to
climate change in the future,
said Brigham-Grene.

BRIEF
Electric fire forces
Toledo hotel guests to
evacuate rooms
An underground lite at the Park Inn in
Toledo led to an evacuation of about 200
guests, including 14 BG students attending a Circle K district conference. eaHy
yesterday morning.
Several students told The BG News
they did not heat any fire alaims.
Circle K president Jillian Smith said she
didn't hear any fire alarms until she got to
a lower floor
At around 7:20am. Toledo Fire Chief
Michael Bell told evacuees waiting in the
SeaGate Center that it had been an electrical lire that began outside of the hotel
Some guests waited on two city buses.
Toledo firefighter Joe Camerato said
not all guests had left their rooms because
it was safer for some to stay in their
rooms and avoid more confusion.

Now
Offering

Toledo Edison. Toledo's power company, reported to the scene once firefighters
determined the fire was electrical
According to Mike Sapara. the hotels
general manager, there were no injuries.
He added there was only smoke damage
to the hotel

3 Bedroom Specials
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In

w w w.
I

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
i
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C«'t .llu'.id in life with the National Guard Cill nO«.
• Up to I00*'M Tuilion Assistance • Leadership (raining
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I-8OO-GO-GUARD • WWW.1-800-G0-GUARD coin
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Properties Co.
m

www.prelerredpropartiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

IS BACK FOR A LIMITED TIME!
Office Hours:
Monday
8:30AM

7PM

4PM

Sunday
1 21

Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts.
Fox Run Apts.
. Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
, ,
see our website or
call for more details

Friday

Saturday
IAI

No Application, No Administration Fee, No Depositl
(Savings of $225)

•
•
•
•
-

TH£ St/cum APARTMCMTS
Leasing up fast for Fall 2007

877.819.6802
7CMS Napotaon Rd. Bowling Ortin • www.coHagaparkwab.eorn

CHUT

unuMtu
unsi
SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 41-430
530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378
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Bowling Green Opera Theater pays tribute to Carmelite nuns
Local performers travel to Detroit monastery in search of inspiration, accuracy in the portrayal of French Revolution martyrs
By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

The Bowling Green Opera
Theater presented "Dialogues
of the Carmelites," the true
story of how 16 Carmelite nuns
made the ultimate sacrifice
and brought about the end of
the Reign of Terror during the
I'rench Revolution.
Besides perfecting nearly two
and a half hours of script, stage
director Geoffrey Stephenson
said the most challenging part
of the performance was communicating the message of the
opera as accurately and effectively as possible.
To ensure an accurate portrayal of the Carmelite nuns,
Stephenson took his crew on a
field trip to the Monastery of St.
Thcrese in Detroit, where they
learned to act like a Carmelite
and the true message behind
the opera.
"It's very interesting to note
that after this historical event,
the Reign of Terror ended. After
these 16 nuns where executed,

the people of France stopped
and took a look at what was
going on around them and what
they where doing," Stephenson
said. "There is no way of proving it was a cause and effect
thing, but it's important to think
about when watching this opera
because otherwise it does seem
so tragic and senseless."
Stephenson said "Dialogues
of the Carmelites" was chosen
because there are so many talented performers, and this particular opera has enough large
roles to provide an opportunity
for everyone to be heard.
Kevin Blysma, opera coach
and instructor, said the opera
isn'tjust about how 16nunsdied
in the name of God. but about
the power of prayer.
"There's this whole idea that
prayer changes the nuns. Of
course anybody approaching
their death would be frightened,
but the nuns believe this is the
choice God has made for them
and they accept it," Blysma said.
"They wouldn't break down
and cry on the guillotine, they

Reporter

With more than 15 media and
communications organizations
on campus. Bowling Green State
University Minorities in Media held
their kick-oil event on l-ridav.
BGSUMMA is tlie 18th' media
organization in the field of communication studies.
DoMoniquc Maddox. director of telecommunications, and
Desmond Hunter, assistant to tek'communications of the organization, introduced and talked about
the organization.
BGSUMMA was formed
through the dreams of recent graduates Sharonda Glover and Alvin
McDaniel.
David Moody, one of the
BGSUMMA advisers, commented
tin her dreams at the Ix'ginning of
the event.
"When Sharonda first came to
me with this idea, 1 thought it was

great." Moody said. "So in essence
this event is to inform the campus
about the need for more minorities
in media."
Just as the mission statement of
Minorities in Media suggests, this
event was important for students
to know about because it promotes the awareness of minorities in media.
"1 lopefully, people are interested
so we can gain more membership,"
said Kiyiise Crutchfield, the organization's president. "It's a resource for
students and we want them to take
advantage of this opportunity."
To help get thai point across to
students about how imponant it is
for there to be minorities in media,
was Toledo Blade urban affairs
reporter Clyde 1 iughes. I luglies has
worked at The Blade for more than
a decade.
"I have been with'llie Bktde now
for 16 years and in spite of covering
this big case about Officer Dressel
of Toledo and having been real

Dinner to showcase
foreign traditions
BOWLING GREEN-Tickets lot
the "Stats Across the World" 2007
International Dinner go on sale today
The formal buffet is hosted by the
Wotld Student Association and will be
held in the Union Ballroom at 6 p.m. on
Sunday. Match 25.
Dinner will include dishes from
around the globe, including Bulgaria.
Fiance and Syria
Tickets will be sold at the Infottnation
Center in the Union Pikes ate $6 fot
children. $9 (or University students (with
photo ID) and {12 for adults
For more information, visit: www bgsu
edu/studentlife/otganizations/wsa

ENOCH WU

DRAMA: Performers depict a scene Irom "Dialogues ol the Carmelites." The opera honors 16 Carmelite nuns who died during the
French Revotution. The stage director speculates that the nuns deaths may have brought an end to the Reiqn o( Terror.

would go to their destiny knowing that this is what is expected
of them."
Rachel llatnlin, who port rayed Sister Claire, said get ting
into character was especially

Group pushes for minority ties in media
By Jan««n Morgan

CAMPUS
BRIEFS

hard because she had to try to
imagine life through the eyes of

a martyr.
"All of these women in some
way wauled to die, they wanted
to die lot God," llamlin said.

"The fact thai it's a true story
makes it so much deeper. Most
of the operas are all made up
stories, but this is something

that really happened, and we are
paying tribute to these nuns."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Students allowed early
access to O.A.R. tickets
BOWLING GREEN - UAO is offering
students a chance to purchase tickets
early lor the 0 A.R concert Tickets go
on sale tonight between 7 and 10 in the
Multi-purpose room ol the Union.
Students can purchase up to live tickets at $20 each. Sales open to the public
tomorrow. General tickets are 125. and
can be bought at the Union Information
Center ot online at www bgsu.musictoday.com
The concert is April 18 at 8 p.m

busy for the past three days. I still
am in love with journalism and feel
like the luckiest person in the world
to have this job, he said
As I luglies gave more background information about himself and gave lips about how to
get active in the dilfen'iit fields of
communications, llughes's main
point wits to gel more minorities
involved in the media.
I would say that journalism is
the ixifcct license to be nosey,"

said Hughes, also (he president of
the Northwest Ohio Media Black
Association.
"I think tlie program went weft
land II think that I logins touched
on a lot ofintensting points, which
I am looking for in speakers like
him." Cmtclifiekl said.
Cmtchfield plans to invite mote

speakm to discuss different aspects
of media.
"For our first big event I felt it
went well," said kandra ! lowers
BGSUMMA secretarv.

Mssmzzd^i,
kNOw
BOUNDARIES
FOR A SAFE SPRING BREAK
kNOw that you have the power to make
responsible decisions
FOR BGSU STUDENTS
BRING ID • LIMIT OF 5

kNOw your limits for sun exposure
kNOw your sexual boundaries

TH

MONDAY FEBRUARY 26 2007
7PM IN THE MULTIPURPOSE ROOM BTSU
BURSARABLE OR CASH ACCEPTED

kNOw that friendship means taking care of
each other
kNOw where your drink has been

3P «*"
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Executive Board Applications
Available Today!
Due March W' 2007 by 5pm

kNOw that you can call a taxi for a
safe ride home
adapted from BACCHUS/GAMMA

Director Applications
Available March 1st 2007
Due April 6,2007 by 5pm
Both In 401 Student Union

Get your FREE Spring Break Kit
Students can obtain kits at

The Entrance of The Union
Monday, Feb. 26th 2:30 - 6:30pm
Tuesday, Feb. 2Th 77 - 3pm
Wednesday, Feb. 28,h 2:30 - 6:30pm
Sponsored by Coalition Big Choices, Safety Committee, BACCHUS/
GAMMA, Wellness Connection, and the Student Health Service

•

OPINION
'EUPLfc UN

It blKttl

1 think its great. I
think it shows great

"Its great, isn't it?" -Republican Presidential Candidate Mitt Romney
on the spat between Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, from Time.com.
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How do you feel about Britain's Prince Harry going to Iraq?
"If politicians want to

"He's got to do what
he's got to do"

"I think it's
impressive."

go to war, their sons
and daughters should

leadership."

fight, too."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

CHADBURKHARDT.
Freshman. Geography

MATT MILLER.
Sophomore. Aviation

AMBER TWIEDIE,
Sophomore, Journalism

KIM MILLER.

Sophomore, Physical
Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews,:om.

Teach the material,
not the test

On Friday, two reports published
hytlii'Di'iurtnicntol liluration
Indfc .mil contradictory conclusions aboui the state of education
across the country.
()ne report showed high school
seniors did poorly on math and
reading tes& The second report
looked at 2005 high school gradll,itcs' transcripts, and found they
were earning more credits and
taking more challenging courses,
Inn still getting better grades in
those courses
Experts had plenty to say about
what these two reports mean.
I he. hairman of the National
Assessment (ioveming Hoard
[NAGB), which is responsible fix
llie lesis, said.'I he reality is that
the results doril square."
I his may sound obvious, but
the red question is why grades
are getting better while test scores
are not. I don't claim to know the
answer, but I have several ideas.
The transcript study found
thai i?ixr> high school seniors had
an average (iPAof nearly 3A up
from an average of 2.7 in I<MO.
Someone's initial reaction to
this might be that students are
simply pcrfumiing at a higher
level today than in the past but
the low test scores seem to indicate otherwise.
Students' choice of classes,
however, would seem to suggest they are doing better, or
at least selling higher goals for
themseh es.
The study showed thai more
students were taking some form
of advanced classes than ever
before, I his includes post-secondary, advanced placement
(Al'l. and honors classes, llie glaring question siill remains, why are
lesl scores falling if students are
taking these advanced classes?
Another NAGB hoard member
said, Tin guessing that those levels don't connote the level of rigor
ihai we think they da I Nherwise
kids would be scoring higher on
the tests."
Perhaps these classes have
simply lowered their standards in
recenl years, hut ihis is very difficult to measure accurately'.
The best evidence I have to
support this came from my high
school honors history leacher.
I le told all of us students (several times) that the class used
to be much more difficult, but

thai too many students had
been failing because they simply
couldn't handle the workload.
I le made the class easier to
accommodate them.
As I said before, there is no way
for anyone to conclusively say
that this is happening across the
country, but thegovi niment is
going to stan looking into it.
After hearing of the conflicting results from the two studies,
the commissioner of the federal
National (enter for Rducation
Statistics said the government will
conduct a study examining the
difficulty of high school courses.
The best this study will do is
to say that high school courses
are easier now than they were
10 or 15 years ago. It won't solve
the problem, only point out that
one exists.
This will probably create more
problems, since when there is
a problem with education in
America the recent trend has
liccn to simply institute more
testing, and it should be clear after
more than five years of No Child
left Behind thai this doesn't work.
The way things work now,
schools with lower scores are
penalized with decreased funding, and schools with better
scores receive increased funding.
I would like to challenge anyone
to explain to me die logic behind
this policy
If a school is already having
trouble and ils students are doing
more and more poorly, is the
answer to give it even less money
to work with and then send that
money to a school that is already
doing just fine?
I lere is my suggestion. Testing
is not inherently evil. It can be a
good thing. Let's use the testing
schedule already imposed by No
Child Left Behind, but not put
school funding on the line.
The tests will simply give us an
idea of how students are doing.
Since funding is not threatened,
schools will not have incentive to
simply "leach the test."
Teachers will have more ability to teach lessons that are fun
and interesting rather than doing
practice tests, wliich could not
possibly be construed as fun or
interesting.
If kids are interested and enjoying what they learn, they will be
much more likely to do well on a
test and have a real understanding of a subject. That's the real
goal of education.

TARA MCGINNIS
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Prince Harry is headed for war in Iraq
Why American politicians and their families are safe-guarded, and what that means for America

Oh, the privileges of royalty. It
is a life of luxury, wealth, celebrity status and...a tour of duty
in Iraq?
Tvventy-two-year-old Prince
Harry of England, a recent
graduate of Sandhurst Military
Academy and third in line for
the throne, is now preparing
for deployment to sunny Iraq
where he will command a
squad of twelve soldiers and
four tanks.
He joins a long line of British
royals to serve in the military
including Prince Andrew and
Prince Charles.
Interestingly, this comes
just as the British armed forces
announce they will be withdrawing as many as 1,600 of
their 7,500 troops currently
serving in Iraq.
While the young Prince's
deployment has raised concerns in England about his
safety and that of his fellow
soldiers in the event that insurgents might attempt to make
a trophy out of such a highprofile target, Harry is having
none of it.

"There's no way I'm going to
put myself through Sandhurst
and then sit on my arse back
home while my boys are out
fighting for their country," he
said in a television interview to
mark his 21st birthday.
Despite the government's
concerns, Harry is likely to get
his way. "I think the military
will be wary about getting it
right in the public eye," said an
official from the British Defense
Ministry. "If he doesn't go, |the
public] will say, bad decision,
because they're treating him
with kid gloves."
Why then, as Americans,
do we treat our "royalty" and
their family members with "kid
gloves?" What makes them so
special?
While our own King George
may consider himself as such,
he's not even a monarch.
The American Revolution
was supposed to abolish the
tyranny of a King who was
wholly apart from the people
he ruled, and replace him with
a leader accountable to the
public; a man of the people.
Surprisingly, the British
instead have come to expect
their figurehead royalty to
perform the same duties, make
the same sacrifices as the rest
of the citizenry, while our politicians became the powerful
elites, responsible for sending

SendcornrnentstoBrend&Keepat
tapfrftbgueou

soldiers into harm's way while
keeping themselves insulated
from danger.
In 2004, while the president's
daughters, lenna and Barbara,
campaigned for their father
on a tour of college campuses,
protesters held signs reading
"Draft lenna" and "Send the
Bush Twins to Iraq."
If the president really wants
to sell this surge plan and the
notion that the war can still be
won, his only recourse may be
to send the twins.
Besides establishing his commitment to the cause, such
a move would also serve as a
gesture of solidarity with our
British allies who are apparently willing to send members
of their royal family to Iraq.
While some may say the
twins, most known for their
drunken escapades, are too
immature, this is nothing boot
camp can't fix.
Prince Harry did the same
things until recently, and was
even stupid enough to be photographed in a Nazi uniform
at a costume party, and yet
today he is disciplined soldier.
Immaturity has never kept anyone out of a war.
At this point, only a handful
of U.S. Congressmen have sons
in the service and none serving
in Iraq.
Senator lim Webb of Virginia,

recently elected in part by
making his son's service in Iraq
a major part of his campaign,
is the only member of the
Senate with a child in Iraq.
Senator lohn McCain's
18-year-old son is currently
headed for Marine boot camp,
and Minnesota Senator Amy
Klobuchar lost a son in the Iraq
war, hardening her anti-war
position.
While a number of U.S.
legislators have served in past
conflicts, many others evaded
the draft like the now-disgraced Tom Delay who once
remarked about Vietnam that
"So many minority youths had
volunteered...that there was
literally no room for patriotic
folks like myself."
The point is not that one
must be in the military to be a
politician or to have an opinion
on war— rather, it is that the
sacrifices engendered by this
war are borne so unevenly.
Right now, the British, who
are withdrawing, are sending
Prince Harry.
It seems only fair that the
United States, which is surging,
sends the Bush twins.
Pack your things, girls. It's no
Rio de Janeiro, but it is sunny.
Sendwmments to Jon Bossdier at
jbosschQbgsuedu
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Missing the impoverished and the hungry in America

WEB SITE POLL
i Q: What BGSU sport do you enjoy attending the most?

An article in The BG News today
tells of two student who, through
the Given's Fellowship, have been
given the opportunity to do something
great for the world.
The students differ in their specific
programs, but each will be given $6,000
to travel anywhere in the world and complete them.
In light of this, The BG News would like to
remind its readers to think of home when
they think and talk about places they can
improve the quality of life.
It tends to be a lot more popular to send
relief to impoverished countries that are

■ Women's Basketball: 24% (56 people)
; Men's Basketball: 8% (19 people)
\ Hockey: 21% (47 people)
Football: 29% (66 people)
I do not attend any BGSU sporting events: 18%
: (41 people)
I The BG News poll is not scientific and reflects the opinions of only those
• Internet users who have chosen to participate The results cannot be assumed
I to represent the opinions of Internet users in general, nor the public as a whole.
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heavily publicized.
But in this endeavor, many overlook the
37 million people the U.S. Census reports
are currently living in poverty here in
America
We know it doesn't seem like America
needs any help. We're considered a "developed" country, a world power. People in
America don't have to live on less than $1
a day.
But we still have homeless. We still have
children living on the streets and we still
have people starving to death.
As a matter of fact, a 2005 Census statistic shows that poverty rates are higher

(17.6 percent) for
YOU DECIDE
children under 18
Do you think povthan it is for adults
erty a a major problem in
aged 18-64 (11.1
America' Send an e-mail to
percent).
theneyft®bgnews.com and
it's hard to
lei us what you think, or post
venture out and
feedback on our Web site
become the saviors of other countries when we have millions with the same
problem living in our own country.
So next time you donate to a cause or
volunteer your time for those less fortunate,
please remember those living within our
own borders.

k

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be (ewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions (or columns is two per month

'-

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes Personal
attack, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter lo the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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UNVEILING
From Page 1

KMMN (LOWER
SECRET NO MORE: Kristen Kulbis was unmasked as one ol the Friedas at the women's
game on Saturday night.

her best experience was a lime
when she had full support
from her fans at the Florida
International University football game when an FIU fan
hit her.
"He hit me. I threw gum
without even thinking about
it, and all the fans were throwing popcorn and all these random things," Messmore said.
"I loved having support of the
fans."
The mascots are responsible
for attendingall football, hockey, men's and women's basketball and volleyball games.
In addition to sporting
events, they are requested by
different organizations on
campus for extra occasions
like Dance Marathon.
As seniors, Sic Sic member
one and two were responsible for leading the group and
deciding what nights to go
around campus and decorate.
No.l, Erica Ott was revealed
to be the face behind Harbra
Streisand mask along with No.
2, Ryan Rango. who used a
Tony Blair mask for Sic Sic.
Ott said some of the best
times are the unplanned occasions where the group would
put on their masks and go
around campus.
"ISome of my best experiences were| just our random
times out in the middle of the
night," Ott said. "When we go
out and hang signs and stuff
and play with people in the
Union."
Messmore agreed, saying
every once in a while the birds
would create their own fun.
"From time to time, we just
like to get in the suit and walk
around the Union or classes
and mess with people," she
said.
Beyond showing up and
raising Falcon spirit, one of the

"A couple of times
I almost got caught
by telling different
people I was going to
different places."
Gino Georgetti | Freddie
most important parts of the job
description is an oath of secrecy. Freddie and Frieda and Sic
Sic members aren't allowed to
reveal their identity to anyone,
including professors, friends
and fellow organization members.
Gino Georgetti, one of this
year's Freddies, said he concealed his role by making up
excuses and going to games
out of costume that the other
Freddie, F.ric Heilmeier, was
covering.
"I would always say I was
working at the rec center
because I have a job there, or
I was at an ROTC meeting."
Georgetti said.
But being sneaky wasn't
always easy.
"A couple of times I almost
got caught by telling different
people I was going to different
places," Georgetti said.
Ott said the hardest people lo
keep her secret from were her
Alpha Phi sorority sisters.
"They didn't make my job
easy at all." Ott said. "They were
always questioning me so I had
to make up excuses like I was
going to the art building."
Ott and Kulbis both had people confront them about their
identity.
"I'd say 'No, are you kidding
me?' and then suggest someone else that could be Frieda,"
Kulbis said.
"I had to convince a lot of
people I wasn't and I definitely
surprised a few of them this
weekend."

JORDAN F10WE R
SCHOOL SPIRIT: Sic Sic members wear famous faces and pull pra •
campus Ovc the weekend, twool the leaders were u
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APPLY TO ONE OF
FORTUNE MAGAZINE'S
TOP 100 COMPANIES

AND THE WINNER IS: Actress Jennifer Hudson accepts the Oscar for best supporting actress for her work in "Dreamgiils" at the

Quicken Loans has spent four years in the top 20 of FORTUNE Magazine's

79th Academy Awards last night She was a former 'American Idol" contestant as well.

"100 Best Companies to Work For" in America because we're a different kind

OSCARS
From Page 1
finest tuxedo for the occasion,
acted as the host for the evening.
"I can't describe how cool
this is," Clapper said nodding
to the more than 60 residents
in attendance.
Representatives from both
Cameo Event Planners and
Carefree Celebrations in
Toledo said they had never
hosted an Oscar party, but
last night some film and
Hollywood enthusiasts at the
University tried to recreate
the glamour and excitement
of Southern California.
lohn Keith, a film major, said
the atmosphere of the party
was exactly what he wanted.

"It's just more
interesting to
watch the Oscars
down here."
John Kei

i Maker

"It's just more interesting to
watch the Oscars down here,"
he said. "Everybody loves film
and enjoys the same things."
Like the winners at the
Kodak Theater, the guests did
not leave the party emptyhanded. Bach guest was given
their own nominee in an envelope before the night began,
and if their nominee won an
Oscar, the guest won a handmade Academy Award. The
top prize — an il'od — went to
the winner of best picture.

Oscar Award Winners:
Actor in a Supporting Role
Alan Arkin. Little Miss Sunshine
Actress in a Supporting Role
Jennifer Hudson, Dreamgirls

Cinematography
Pan's Labyrinth
Costume Design
Marie Antoinette
Documentary Feature
An Inconvenient Truth
Documentary Short Subject
The Blood of Yingzhou District

Close to Campus
216 N. ENTERPRISE:
1 bedroom upper duplex.
$350 per month plus utilities.
Available August.

NOW

AVAILABLE

in turn, we make a difference in their lives with some amazing rewards. We're
hiring more difference makers right now for our Mortgage Banker position. If

get the best training in the industry, apply today.

Art Direction
Pans Labyrinth

IBiBBBHM

214 N. ENTERPRISE:
2 bedroom, downstairs duplex
$575 per month plus utilites.
Available August.

of company. We hire people who strive to make a difference for our clients, and

you want to make an average of S45-S55K in your first year out of college and
Animated Feature
Happy Feet

843 SIXTH ST:
2 bedroom/2 bath
Unfurnished apartments.
Close to Shuttle Stop.
$440 per month plus utilities
320 ELM ST:
Large 1 and 2 bedroom
furnished apartments.
Tenant pays electric.
Rent from $350 to $545.

COME LEARN ABOUT A GREAT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Sales, Marketing and Retail
Job & Internship Fair
TUESDAY, 2.27.2007
@ 5:30PM - 8:00PM
B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION,
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

On-Campus Interviews
WEDNESDAY, 2.28.2007
B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION. LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
SIGN UP (e> CAREER FAIR
Quehta tOMi n an f ««al Owortanrfy Expiow
Can't wait until then? Apply online. 60 to Quickenloanscareers.com for more info.

E33323
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SIDELINES
BOBCATS 701 FALCONS 67

A bump in the road
Falcons upset by

BASKETBALL
Look out for
The BG News'
breakdown of the
MAC Tournament

Bobcats at home
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG News breaks down
the MAC Tournament
for both the men and the
women and we'll also hand
out our awards and name
our All-MAC teams. See
Thursdays issue for the
MAC Tournament Preview!

OUR CALL
On the way up
The Big Ten: With the top
two teams in the country and
a resilient Michigan State
team, this might
be the conference
everyone is talking
about come late March.

On the way down
Conference USA: How
long before Memphis
gets lured away
by another
conference?
Teams just haven't
stayed there after consistent
success, i.e.. Cincinnati.
Louisville. South Florida.

The List
With Notre Dame safety
Tom Zbikowski announcing
his second fight, the BG

JORDAN FtOWEH I THE BG NEWS

FIRED UP: Kate Achter directs the BG offense in Saturday's loss against Oil Actiter scored
17 poinis and became the 22nd player in school history to reach the 1.000 point mark

As the saying goes, bad things happen in threes.
That saying applies to winning streaks.
In a 70-67 loss to Ohio, the BG women's basketball
team ended its 18-game overall winning streak. 39game conference winning streak and 29-game home
winning streak,
"Streaks eventually come to an end, and you can't
live the fairy tale all the time, I guess. This is a reality
check." said BG forward Ali Mann.
It seemed like a fairy tale up until the end of the
game. The Falcons trailed 68-63 with 47 seconds
to go They got a lay-up from Mann then forced a
jump ball and got possession. Mann got an open
kxik at a game-tying 3-pointer, but it bounced out
into the hands of Liz Honegger who layed it in. OU's
Quintana Ward missed a lay up on the fast break
and Jasmine McCall was fouled after grabbing the
rebound. It was 68-67 with 19 seconds and BG was
on the free-throw line.
McCall could not convert the foul shot but BG got
the offensive rebound. It seemed like the I-dlcons were
destined to win, getting three offensive rebounds in
the final 22 seconds. Kate Achter's jumper did not go
down though, and after getting the offensive board,
her pass to the wing went out of bounds and OU
finally got the ball back with seven seconds left.
BG did not foul right away and the clock got down
to 1.5 seconds and Simonc Redd made both free
throws The only look BG got was a half-court prayer
that was too strong.
Although a loss was not expected, the Falcons
knew Oliio could give them problems.
"I'm not shocked. 1 have tremendous respect for
Ohio," said BG coach Curt Miller. "They are really a
dangerous team, being able to put five players on the
floor that can score."
Ohio's starting five were effective. As a team the
Bobcats shot 56.5 percent and had four double-digit
scorers. Domenica Siva led the way for OU with 18
points on 9-of-11 shooting and 10 rebounds.
Lauren Kohn added 17 points, Jennifer Bushby
had 12 and Rachel Frederick chipped in with 10,
going a perfect lO-of-10 from the free-throw line.

Achter reaches 1,000
Despite losing for the first time in a
long time on many fronts. BG did reach
yet another incredible feat Saturday when
Kate Achter reached the 1.000 point mark
for her career. BG now has four active
players that have reached 1.000 points
in their careers. Ali Mann. Liz Honegger
and Carm Home are the others. This is
the first time in school history that a team
has had four players on the floor at one
time with 1.000 career points.

SINCE BG'S LAST HOME
LOSS ON JAN. 12, 2005
•

BG hockey has lost 54 games
Two MAC Tournament titles
and three regular season MAC
Mies have been won by the
women's team
•

See WOMEN | Page 7

News counts down the top

BG men's basketbal has lost
46 games,

Greg Christopher replaced
PaulKrebs as BG's athletic
drector

five two-sport athletes.

1. Bo Jackson: This
guy is a serious BAMF. Bo
knew baseball and football as
well as anyone. A hip injury

Travis, Akron too much for BG

cut short an incredible career.

2. Deion Sanders

By Bill Bordewick
Reporter

[below]: 'Neon Deion'
could play on all three sides
of the ball in football and he
was a good outfielder in the
MLB.

3. Dave Winfield:
This dude was drafted
in baseball, football and
basketball. That's crazy, he's
now a Hall-of-Famer and a
member of the 3.000-hit club
- he made a good choice

4. Jim Thorpe: He
was a decathlete in the
Olympics and played in
the NFL and Major League
Baseball as well That was
back when men were men.

JORDANF.OWER
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HOT HAND: Martin Samarco goes up
lor a shot against UT on Feb. 4. Samarco
scored 25 points Saturday vs. Akron.

Thirty-seven points and 11
rebounds.
Normally that is good a
game for two players combined. But Saturday at Akron,
Romeo Travis did all the heavy
lifting himself in leading the
Zips to a 93-87 victory over the
Falcons.
"I thought Travis was very
good in the game," said BG
coach Dan Dakich. "(Travis]
was very tough tonight. As a
senior, he really knows positioning, land In- movement
with ball and was just very
good."
Before the game, Travis and
Dru Joyce were honored as part
of the Zips' senior day celebration. The two seniors did not
disappoint the sellout crowd.
Dru Joyce added 13 points

in 1912.
5. Tom Z: He's trying
to improve to 2-0 after
knocking a guy out in 49
seconds last year. If only
it made Notre Dame a

that's kind of like asking for a

undersized and coach
just kept giving me

By Jolh Wheth.rholt
Reporter

AKRON, Ohio — The BG
women's track team traveled to
Akron this weekend with hopes
of improving upon last year's
10th place finish and did just
that with an eighth place finish
right behind Ohio. It is BG's best
finish since 2004 when it also
placed eighth. The Falcons had
37 points.
The meet was won for the
third year in a row by Akron with
136 points followed by Western
Michigan with 112.
"I'm proud to leave here
with this team. Obviously we
wanted to place higher, but it
wasn't because they did anything
wrong, necessarily, we just got
beat by a couple teams who had
very good meets this weekend,"

said BG coach Cami Wells.
There were many positives
for the Falcons, including a win
in the 5000-meter run by Jamie
Roflow, a silver medal finish
for Nicole Standback in the 60meter hurdles as well as having
a scorer in every running event
they were entered in — a first
for the Falcons since the MAC
started the indoor championships in 1996.
Jamie Roflow took the gold
for the 5000-meter run in considerable fashion with a time of
17:03.45 over MAC cross country
champ, Carime Reinhart of Ohio.
Roflow and Reinhart broke off
from the pack immediately, but
it would be Roflow, dealing with
occasional kicks from Reinhart,
who proved to have more endurance pulling away with 500meters to go, beating Reinhart by

1

B
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the ball and I just
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kept making it."
Romeo Travis | Akron forward

and seven assists on a night in
which he became the Zips' alltime assists leader.
Travis' 37 points were a
career high, and it was his first
double-double on the season.
"I don't know if I could have
lived with myself if we didn't
win this game for (Travis and
Joycel with all they have done
for the program," said Akron
See MEN | Page 7

Track finishes eighth at MAC Indoor meet

legitimate title contender,

miracle anyway.

"They were very

just over two seconds.
Roflow's win was the first conference meet win in the 5000meter event for the Falcons since
Laura Deneau did it in 1999
— also making her only the second person in Bowling Green
history to win the 5000 at the
MAC meet
"It was a very good race, really
fun to watch and I'm just very
happy that all her hard work paid
off. It's been a long time since we
had a 5K champion," Wells said.
"She's always giving everything
she has and I couldn't be happier
for her that she gets to stand at
the top of the podium."
Roflow also placed fifth in the
3000-meter run with a personal
best time of 9:56.41.
Nicole Standback had the nextSee TRACK | Page 7
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A GOOD FINISH: BG's Jon Mazzei eludes a MSU defender Friday night The Falcons
dropped their last home game but won Saturday at MSU

Falcons win season finale at
MSU lose on senior
By Chays* Held
Reporter

The Michigan State and BG hockey teams took rums spoiling each
other's final home game this past
weekend as the two CCHA rivals
split the final regular season series
of the year.
Both teams' senior nights ended
with the home crowd leaving
unsatisfied, as the No. 13 Spartans
(19-12-3, 15-10-3) won Friday at
the BG Ice Arena 5-3, while the
Falcons (7-27-2, 5-22-1) returned
the favor Saturday with a 2-1 victory in East Lansing
In the series finale, both goaltenders and defenses controlled
the action, with most of the play
taking place away from the nets.
Michigan State held a slim 10 lead after a Jeff Dunne wrister
from the blue line found its way
past Falcon goalie Jimmy Spratt
just 33 seconds into the second
period.
BG would answer back in

the form of a goal from Derek
Whitmore, his team-leading 17th
of the season, on an outstanding
individual effort to skate the length
of the ice and beat Spartan goaltender Jeff Lerg at the 6:49 mark of
the second period.
The score would stay tied at
1-1 into the third until forward
Jonathan Matsumoto capped a
well-executed three-on-one rush
with line-mates Tomas Petruska
and Whitmore to score the gamewinner with 8:47 remaining in
regulation.
Spratt (6-20-1), who continues his solid play since the calendar change, made 28 saves
for the win.
For the Falcons, the win gives
the team some much-needed
confidence as they prepare to go
on the road for the playoffs.
"Ifs huge against a tough team
like [Michigan Statel, to come out
here and play our best," said team
See HOCKEY | Page 8

SPORTS
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"You're not always on the win-

ning end, and it's been a long time
since |the BG playersi have had to
handle some adversity and a loss
in this building," Miller said.
Achter scored 17 points to lead
the Falcons. Mann added 1(1
points and 10 rebounds Amber
Flynnand liz lloneggereach had
12 and Carin Home scored II
points and had five steals.
The Falcons were just 2-of-11
from beyond the arc and shot
43 percent from the field. On
defense BG scored 22 points off
25 OU turnovers.
For BG, the loss was eye-opening, and like everything else they
experience, the Falcons will try to
learn from it.
"You learn from wins, but you
learn even more from losses,"
Achter said. "If this is what we
needed to send us into tile homestretch, then so be it. It is going
to push us even harder. We just
have to focus on winning our one
remaining game and get to the
MAC tournament."
The Falcons will face Miami
Wednesday in their final regular season game before heading
in Cleveland foi the conference
tournament.

because I know 1 can actually
work on my race. 1 pick up
speed once I get those extra
five hurdles my time will drop
dramatically," Standback said.
"It's my last season, so I've got
to go out with a bang."
Jessica While did well, placing fourth in the 60-meter dash
and fourth in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 24.39 — a mere
one-hundredth of a second off of
the school record.
Othertop performances forthe
Falcons included Kim Settle who
place eighth in the one mile ran,
the first time Settle has scored at
the indoor conference meet, as

well as recording a personal best
in the mile and the 3000-meter
ran. TaKarra Dunning placed
seventh in die shot put with a
throw of 46 feet and 7.25 inches,
Yemoja Marotta placing seventh
in the 800-meter ran with a time
of 2:15.92 and (he 4x400-meter
relay team with a season best
time of 3:56.81 — missing a score
by one second.
The Falcons will now take
a much needed break as they
prepare for the upcoming outdoor season and take care of
the various injuries and illnesses that have plagued the team
this season.

JORDAN FIOWER

[HE BG NEWS

WAY TO GO: Fans show their appreciation for Kale Achter after she scored the
1.000th point ol her career Saturday. There were 2.103 people m attendance and BG
passed it's season attendance record

WOMEN
From Page 6

"Our players listened to the
scouting report, they executed
everything to perfection Nmi|;ht.
and we had to play our A-game
to beat this team." said Oil coach
Sylvia Crawley. "The)' are a really
good, experienced team, and very
tough to beat, especially here."
B(I's seniors fell just two games
short of finishing their careers at

TRACK
From

highest finish for the Falcons,
placing a close second in the (iOmeter hurdles with a time of 8.45,
a season best.
"I'm happy with my time
and my performance. I did
the best that I could today,"
Standback said.
Standback. a senior, is looking
forward to the outdoor season
as the added distance and extra
hurdles only work in her favor.
T am more confident

Anderson Arena on a 31 -game
winning streak. That won't take
away from their other accomplishments though.
"They had a chance to go out
with some special streaks, but
this doesn't change the fact that
we three-pealed as MAC champions." Miller said.
The game was the first MAC
loss for IK", since It-h .19,2005. It
was the first loss at home since
Ian. 12 of that same year.

Monday. February 26.2007 7
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coach Keith Dambrot. "I'm just
so proud of these guys for all they
have accomplished."
The Falcons were coming off
arguably dieir worst pcrfonnance
of die season Wednesday night
against the Ohio Bobcats while
the Zips were coming off a hardfought overtime loss down in
Oxford to the Miami RedHawks.
The first half was a see-saw
affair, which featured seven ties
and neither team built a lead bigger than four points.
The only difference between the
teams in the first half was that
Akron made more free throws 114)
than BG attempted (12). Akron
used that free-throw advantage to
hold a three-|X)int halftimc lead
at41-38.
The difference in the game may
have been the start of the second
half, in which Akron used a 20-6
mn to gain its biggest advantage
ofthegameat6l-44, with 14 minutes to go in the game.
"I didn't think we came out in
the second half nearly ready to
go," Dakich said. "On the other
side, Joyce and Travis came out the
polar opposite of us — we came
out to be in the game, while they
came out to kick the tar out of us."

Matt Lefeid keyed the Falcon
comeback by making consecutive
layups to bring the deficit down
to 13.
Over the next three minutes, BG
went on a 15-3 run to bring the
deficit down to five with 11 minutes fo go in the game.
BG came all die way back to
tie game with six minutes to go
in the game. The comeback was
due in large part to the decision by
Dakich to go with a small lineup
after Lefeid fouled out with 10
minutes to go.
"The last time we played them,
we spread them out and drove
them to death," Dambrot said.
"This time, IDakich] decided he
was going to play very small. They
couldn't guard us inside because
of it, but we had a really hard time
guarding them at the other end
— on a night in which they made
baskets."
But in the end, it was just too
much Travis and Joyce for the
Falcons to handle. The two combined for 11 of the final 18 points.
Joyce also assisted on a Nick Dials
3-pointer. which essentially put
the game out of reach with 1:35 to
go. and up seven.
Akron eventually won by six at
93-87.
"They were very undersized
and coach just kept giving me
the ball and I just kept making

tm

Management Inc.

it." Travis said. "The refs had a
quick whistle tonight and I just
went to the foul line a whole lot. I
made most of my free throws and
shot a good percentage from the
field and what do you know—37
ixiints."
BG was paced

by

Martin

Samarco, who
had 25 points,
six rebounds and
three assists.
"There was
a lot of energy
tonight with it Ryne
being their senior Hamblet
night." Samarco Scored 20
said. "It was very
exciting to go out points and
and play in (his went 6-for-9
from 3-point
atmosphere."
Ryne llamblet range.
had one of his
best performances of the season, going(>-of-9 from
the three-point range, and getting
10 assists and eight rebounds.
Nate Miller continued his consistent play by posting 18 points,
eight rebounds and a game-high
live steals.
The Falcons will play their
final two games at home with
the first coming on Thursday as
they take on the other MAC Bast
leader. Kent State, at 7 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.

L.J

1045 IN. (Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
• Renting for 2007-2008
• www.meccabg.com

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

517 REED STREET-MThurstin.
Furn. ot Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825 THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths. Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

505CLOUGH-8eWndWnto's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

EFFICIENCIES
451THURSTIN AVENUE

Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475
521 E. MERRY - NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn.Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565
701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:
PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:
517 E. Reed Street
640 Eighth Street
403 High Street
841 Eighth Street
825 Third Street
725 Ninth Street
802 Sixth Street
733.755,777Manville
831 Seventh Street
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

..-JOHN

NEWLOVE
Real Stf*U. 'inc.

iii.'
1

'- • • ■ ■ !_■

I' ! i I' LL1 V

319 E. Woosler Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Hon. thraFri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewloverealestat0.com

'We've got a place for everyone!"

SPORTS
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captain Mh had I lodgson. 'It definitely OpensOUI eyes up and gives
us a link- momentum going Into
the playoffs, so thai will help us

a lot"
MSU held a 29-22 advantage
in shots and both teams went
scoreless on all of their opportunities on the power plav, the

Spartans 0-6 and BG 0-4.
Whitniore left the ice late in
the third period in Saturday's
game after a frightening kneeon-knee collision with Michigan
State's Dunne. I le was assisted
off the ice, but alter the game, it
was reported that the injury likely
won't keep the junior sidelined
for next weekend's first-round

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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For Sale
Snack and Soda Locations
Member of BBB and Chamber
260-347-5840

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
2 FOR I PIZZA - 2-9 PM

352-9638
Need a Fundralsing Idea?
Sell Custom Silicone Bracelets
Just $0 24 ea - Resell lor $4 - $5'
wvAV.cifclebracelets.com

Help Wanted
Secunly positions available in a tun
filled atmosphere. Flexible hours PT
FT DejaVu 419-531-0079.
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp, Northeast Pennsylvania. If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need Counselors tor: Tennis, Swimming. Golf. Gymnastics. Cheerleadmg, Drama. High & Low Ropes,
Team Sports. Waterskiing, Sailing.
Pamting.'Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Prmtmaking. Batik. Jewelry.
Calligraphy, Photography. Sculpture
Guitar. Aerobics. Self-Defense. Video, Piano. Other; Administrative,
CDL Driver, Nurses (RN's and Nursing Students). Bookkeeper. Mother's
Helper. On campus Interviews
March 14th. Select The Camp That
Selects The Best Staff' Call 215944-3069 or apply at
www.campwavneoirls.com

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008

playull matchup with Nebraska
Omaha.
Fridays' outcome went much
differently fur BG, as the falcons
relinquished two different onegoal leads, with the Spartans
scoring the final three goals of
the game lor the 5-3 victory.
Whitniore tallied mice for the
falcons, giving him three goals
and an assist on the weekend,
forward John Ma//ei also scored
doing into the third tied, it
would have been nice to come
away with a win for I lamesl linger
and lleremyl Bronson. OUI two
seniors," said Whitniore after the
defeat. "We just couldn't handle
them in the third. They came at
us hard and I think we got down
on the bench after they scored
the fourth goal and went up on

long trip to Nebraska-Omaha 10
face the Mavericks In a rematch
of last year's first-round matchup.
UNO swept that series last season with two 4-2 wins and beet
the falcons all four times they
met this season by a combined
score of 20-3.
Despite the numbers stacked
against the Falcon squad, the
team knows what the road ahead
emails.
"We know we're going to be
playing on the road from here- on
out," said liCi coach Scott Much.
"We're in a situation where we
have in win on the road or we're
not going to play much longer."

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
loving counselors to leach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
summer' Call 888-844 8080 apply:
campcedar.com

'BARTENDING' up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

IbrBG.

\

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
I & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3bdrmTwnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

Heinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

The Daily Crossword
Fix L/M\V/
HAfOR
hrnnaht to uau fair
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ACROSS

Now hiring dancers. No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 alter 8 pm.
Bonuses Available.
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 21. 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting!
HELP WANTED! NOW & DUFIING
SUMMER VACATION.
Our company is seeking employees
to perlorm unskilled light produclion
work. We oiler flexible hours-will
work around your schedule-available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am: 8:30am11:30am: 12:00 noon 2:30pm: 2:30
pm-500pm; 5:30pm-8:30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing your work a minimum
ol 15 hours per week. Work a minimum ol 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime Pick-up an
application al our office. Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc 428 Clough
Si Bowling Green. OH 43402.
Waitress positions/door personnel.
Come make great $ in a lun filled atmosphere w< flex, hours Deia Vu
419-531-0079.
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle ol August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out & painiing game lines &
art work & applying gym tloor finish.
We will thoroughly train you in all
phases of the work. Job pays $8 per
hour You can expect between 4050 hours per week. Hours can be
flexible. Must be punctual S reliable
& willing to accept responsibility.
Please contact Joe Koch. 419-3406270 or fax resume to 419-825-1714

ij

Apis

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www.DalaAdEnlry.com
Child care in my Perrysburg home
Tues & Thurs 8:30-5 Must be reliable /non-smoker sworley@bgsu.edu
ASSISTANTS ARE NEEDED TO
WORK IN A RESIDENTIAL SETTING! Do you have what it takes to
assist persons wilh MR.DD with daily living7 You must have:
High School diplomaGED
Acceptable driving record
Valid Ohio driver's license
2 professional &
1 personal references
Sub positions available - $8 50/
hour. Obtain application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Fid.. Bowling Green. Entrance B. Mon.-Fri.
8am-4:30pm. You can also download application packet from our
website at.

Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful, Lakelront Yachting Club
seeks outgoing Iriendly
team players: will train
qualified candidates as:
'Servers
Bussers
Hots/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lileguards
Line Cooks/Prep Cooks
Sail Camp Counselors
Snack Bar Attendants
Incentive program.very flexible hrs!!
Excellent Pay.
Call now for an interview.
200 Yacht Club Dr.
Rocky River, OH 44116
(440|333-1155 ext. 240
Summer 2007 Income Opponunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises Resi
dential power washing business Nel
$1200 per week. May be used for Internship credit. 866-275-2782

418-362-7B91

(HO
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Catch some rays?
Anticipatory cry
Type of IRA
Dashboard info
Exit
Torch's crime
Read quickly
Doctor
Maroons
Unpolished
Unnamed source
Swear
Comportment
Run off to marry
Pleasant
Void's partner?
Thong
Old hag
Unnamed source
Man of La Mancha
Clarinetist Shaw
Gave in
Corroborates
Arrived
Eavesdrop successfully
40 Release
41 Popeye's nemesis

Year in Uruguay
Hairdresser's place
Misrepresent
Part of rpm
Bahrain leader
Got in the game
Loathed
Speak indistinctly
Table runner
Fancy tie
Ram's partner
Proverbial weeper
Unnamed source
Offer a view
" kleine Nachtmusik"
Seaweed
Midler or Davis
High-tailed it
Exclusively

44
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
57

Tilled
_ we all?
Setting
Neatnik's opposite
Handle somehow
Mayflower, for one
Adam's address
Columnist George
Spot
"Citizen Kane" studio
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Customer service, part time. Join
the adult retail industry that is fun S
rewarding w/ progressive opportunities & incredible benefits II you are
at least 18 yrs. old. sell-motivated,
customer Iriendly & eager to succeed apply at 7582 U.S. Rte. 6. Gibsonburg. 419-288-2131.

1 bedroom unfurnished. $380 mo. +
electric. Short lease, available Feb
1. For more info, call 354-9740.

AVAILABLE AUG. 15. 2007
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E. Reed. 3 bdrm.,
2bath,AC$1000
606 5th St. 3 bdrm. 2 bath. AC,$850
443 N Enterprise. 3 bdrm. apt $550
819 N. Summit. 2 bdrm house $400
112 Ridge St. 1-2 bdrm. apts. $350
CALL 419-308-2458

Breakfast. Lunch %^, Dinner All Day!

1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. ♦ utilities.
260-241-1534
2 bdrm apt. 4th St. $525 month .
utilities. Available immediately. & for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

For Rent
•07 - '08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.
07-08 Rentals Houses & Apts. Going last! 1 sem. avail: all next to
campus. $5 Web. close to downtn.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm/listing
24/7 316 Merry 3. Updated listing
@cartyrentals.com

1 bedroom on 7th St. $420 month
No utilities. Available 4-1-07.
419-287-4337.

tree ReguUr Coffee
for Student* whti IDs!

1 Bedroom & Studios Available
Pets Welcome
On Site laundry
Short Term Leases Avail
Private Patios

Shape
Big stinger
Beat it!
Flapiack chain
Foot structure
Fountain of three coins
Unnamed source
Madras money
LBJ's VP
Ducklike birds
Embellish
Part of speech
Near the center
Play text
Desert Storm missile
Def. mil. grp.
Suspension of hostilities
Salome's costume
Period
City on the Tiber
Venetian byway
New tube

1 bdrm. $400 mo. plus elec. & dep.
9 S 12 mo. leases available. No pels
854 8th St. 419-392-3354

IVi Blocks From Campus
First FULL Month Free*
'Restrictions Apply

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
33
34
35
36
37
38

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
34
37
38
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Call 35 J 5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabq.com
Have a few places
open NOW

xfi^f

us instead of trying to respond
and come back."
With a 12th place finish in the
final regular season standings, BG
will now be forced to make the

WWWBGNEWS.COM

1 block from campus
201 Manville, large 5 bdrm.. good
cond.. AC. W/D, plenty ol parking.
May or Aug lease. $1625 per month
Call 419-352-9392

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeveinnandsludios.com

2 bedrooms on 7th St. WD. $650
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1 st.
419-287-4337.
236 Troup St. 3 bdrm. house. Available Aug. 1, for 07-08 school year
$800 . utilities 419-308-1405.

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, W/D, AC. One-2
'bdrm. apt. off streel pkg. Close to
BGSU All avail. Aug 15, 2007.419352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell).

Houses/Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgaflarlmenls.mm
Quiet tenants preferred

3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008.
sch. yr..Please call 419-308-3525.
3-4 Bedroom House $900 month
Avail. May 2007 640 S. Summit St.
Call 419-308-9905

Male has a furnished room for rent
with freedom ot house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

Apts S Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com

MARTEN RENTALS
710 7th St. 2 bdrm unfurnished.
AC/free heat 704 5th St. 2 bdrm
furnished. Prices start at $510.
352-3445 Hrs 9-9

Fairview Plaza
!039HasklnsRd.
(Rl. 64 ft. Toe Rd
Bowling Green, OH

419.354.9433

fax: 419.354.9729
|B(_rV<

—«.

Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm..
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
utnties. 419-340-2500.

1
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Only 2 great large 4 bdrm houses
left. New carpet, appl.. W/D, 2 car
garage, game rm. S patio. Near
campus, lots ol pkg. 419-353-7374.

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

THIS IS ON
SUMMER JOB THAT
WILL TAKE YOU
TO NEW HEIGHTS.

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltyice.com

SOUTH
SIDE

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • Will IRAIN

1-800-899-8070

419.352.8639-737 S. Main St

www.southside6.com

Recently remodeled 3 bdrm. home
in quiet residential area. Central air
& heat. Avail. April 1st. Credit check.
419-494-4278.
Summer lease. 1 bdrm. w/ private
bath in furn. apt. Share w/ 2 other
females. W/D in apt. Swim pool. AC,
weight room, free shuttle to campus.
$350 plus. util. 330-284-4243.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartment!

From Only $490!
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Work at Cedar Point this summer,
voted best amusement pork in
the world lor nine years running.

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

iervi-*] &q W 1950

32 Rooms fluailable!!

-FREE HEA1

No Hidden Fees No Credit Cud Required
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Apply online ol cedarpoint.com.

CedarPbin,?
Sondusky. OH

-^

THE
TANNING!
CENTER [

On selected floor plans

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 tsJ

THE HEAT
904E.Wooster
419-352-3588

._. .. ,
r 5 »edt 1 booth
L
e'o«««< <» "mP"»

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT "
993 S. Main
i- 5 bods, 2 booths
419-353-8826
' appt. available
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
r-17t>«d«,2boothi
419-354-1559
L „o appt. noodad

2 visits fir $5
■ One time purchase
■ One Standard
■ One Premium
exp. 3/20/07

3In standard
MONTHS
beds
THAT! JNL- ft)
ptotioinh'Aiwm
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